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Why Canadians Should Support the Cross-Canada Campaign to Free Meng Wanzhou

By Ken Stone, October 07 2020

This judicial action against Meng is unjust, politically motivated by the USA, and contrary to
the national interests of Canada. In fact, Meng’s arrest is being cynically used by the Trump
Administration to drag Canada into a trade war and a new cold war with China.

Will America Turn Their Back on Armenians Again?

By Steven Sahiounie, October 07 2020

They say, ‘Timing is everything’.  US President Trump fell ill with COVID-19 simultaneously
as Armenian Prime Minister, Nicol Pashinyan, was waiting for a phone reply to his previous
request for urgent help from the White House.

Video: Covid-19, We Are Being Lied to! Here Is How… The PCR Test

By Spiro Skouras, October 07 2020

But was PCR really developed with the intention of diagnosing infectious diseases? Is PCR
capable of diagnosing infectious diseases? How could a test developed almost 40 years ago
be used to diagnose a brand new disease found less than one year ago?

Gates, Kissinger and Our Dystopian Future. The Political Side of Covid

By Mike Whitney, October 07 2020
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In my opinion, Gates’ interest in these matters is not merely speculative curiosity. He and
his fellow elites are conducting an elaborate science experiment in which we– mere mortals–
are the lab rats.

Hypoxia Experiment: Do Face Masks lower our Blood Oxygen Levels?

By John C. A. Manley, October 07 2020

Do face masks lower our blood oxygen levels? I decided to put it to the test. But first, let me
state my bias: I disagree with face mask mandates. I’ve reviewed randomized controlled
trials and find no evidence that masks reduce the spread of infectious diseases. Masks also
have many physical, social and, mental harms. So I would love to prove that they cause
hypoxia.

Trump Scuttles a Fiscal Stimulus–Again!

By Dr. Jack Rasmus, October 07 2020

This  past  Tuesday,  October  6,  Trump pulled  the  plug  once  again—a second time—on
negotiations on a fiscal stimulus between House speaker, Pelosi, and his Treasury Secretary,
Steve Mnuchin.

IMF and WEF – From Great Lockdown to Great Transformation. The COVID Aftermath

By Peter Koenig, October 07 2020

The WEF and its players and “Deep-State-Actors” (which represent “Affluence”). behind the
scene were using Covid to the fullest to cause a total lockdown of people as well as of the
world economy. This happened virtually simultaneously Worldwide in almost all 193 (UN
member) countries.

George Monbiot’s Excuses for Not Speaking Out Loudly in Defence of Assange Simply Won’t
Wash

By Jonathan Cook, October 07 2020

Faced with a barrage of criticism from some of his followers, George Monbiot, the Guardian’s
supposedly  fearless,  leftwing  columnist,  offered  up  two extraordinarily  feeble  excuses  this
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week for failing to provide more than cursory support for Julian Assange over the past
month.

UK  Court  Decision  on  Venezuela  Gold  Deals,  Blow  to  Regime  Change  Efforts.  One  Billion
Dollars  of  Country’s  Gold  to  be  Released

By Alan MacLeod, October 07 2020

A UK court ruled that the administration of Boris Johnson’s position that Juan Guaidó is the
legitimate ruler of Venezuela is far from equivocal, paving the way for over $1 billion of the
country’s gold to be released.

OPCW Rubber-Stamps Novichok Poisoning of Navalny Hoax

By Stephen Lendman, October 07 2020

Replacing the OPCW with an independent chemical watchdog — free from ties to the US and
West — is long overdue. As things now stand, its so-called probes are political lynchings of
US enemies like Syria and Russia.
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